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to the intended dates of operation indicated on the request will be considered
as having the approval of the TV station.
(4) Licensees must operate in a manner consistent with the response of the
local coordinator, or, if there is no
local coordinator in the intended area
of operation, the responses of the adjacent channel TV stations. Disagreements may be appealed to the Commission. However, in those instances, the
licensee will bear the burden of proof
and proceeding to overturn the recommendation of the local coordinator
or the co-channel or adjacent channel
TV station.
(h) Licenses for wireless video assist
devices may not be transferred or assigned.
(i) Operations in 600 MHz band assigned to wireless licensees under part 27
of this chapter. A wireless video assist
device that operates on frequencies in
the 600 MHz band assigned to wireless
licensees under part 27of this chapter
must cease operations on those frequencies no later than the end of the
post-auction transition period as defined in § 27.4 of this chapter. During
the post-auction transition period,
wireless video assist devices will operate on a secondary basis to licensees of
part 27 of this chapter, i.e., they must
not cause to and must accept harmful
interference from these licensees.
[68 FR 12772, Mar. 17, 2003, as amended at 68
FR 69331, Dec. 12, 2003; 79 FR 48545, Aug. 15,
2014]

§ 74.882 Station identification.
(a) For transmitters used for voice
transmissions and having a transmitter output power exceeding 50 mW,
an announcement shall be made at the
beginning and end of each period of operation at a single location, over the
transmitting unit being operated, identifying the transmitting unit’s call
sign or designator, its location, and the
call sign of the broadcasting station or
name of the licensee with which it is
being used. A period of operation may
consist of a continuous transmission or
intermittent transmissions pertaining
to a single event.
(b) Each wireless video assist device,
when transmitting, must transmit station identification at the beginning

and end of each period of operation.
Identification may be made by transmitting the station call sign by visual
or aural means or by automatic transmission in international Morse telegraphy.
(1) A period of operation is defined as
a single uninterrupted transmission or
a series of intermittent transmissions
from a single location.
(2) Station identification shall be
performed in a manner conducive to
prompt association of the signal source
with the responsible licensee. In exercising the discretion provide by this
rule, licensees are expected too act in a
responsible manner to assure that result.
[68 FR 12774, Mar. 17, 2003]

Subparts I–K [Reserved]
Subpart L—FM Broadcast Translator Stations and FM Broadcast Booster Stations
SOURCE: 35 FR 15388, Oct. 2, 1970, unless
otherwise noted.

§ 74.1201 Definitions.
(a) FM translator. A station in the
broadcasting service operated for the
purpose of retransmitting the signals
of an AM or FM radio broadcast station or another FM broadcast translator station without significantly altering any characteristics of the incoming signal other than its frequency
and amplitude, in order to provide
radio broadcast service to the general
public.
(b) Commercial FM translator. An FM
broadcast translator station which rebroadcasts the signals of a commercial
AM or FM radio broadcast station.
(c) Noncommercial FM translator. An
FM broadcast translator station which
rebroadcasts the signals of a noncommercial educational AM or FM
radio broadcast station.
(d) Primary station. The AM or FM
radio broadcast station radiating the
signals which are retransmitted by an
FM broadcast translator station or an
FM broadcast booster station.
(e) AM or FM radio broadcast station.
When used in this Subpart L, the term
AM broadcast station or AM radio
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broadcast station or FM broadcast station or FM radio broadcast station refers to commercial and noncommercial
educational AM or FM radio broadcast
stations as defined in § 2.1 of this chapter, unless the context indicates otherwise.
(f) FM broadcast booster station. A station in the broadcasting service operated for the sole purpose of retransmitting the signals of an FM radio broadcast station, by amplifying and reradiating such signals, without significantly altering any characteristic of
the incoming signal other than its amplitude.
(g) Translator coverage contour. For a
fill-in FM translator rebroadcasting an
FM radio broadcast station as its primary station, the FM translator’s coverage contour must be contained within the primary station’s coverage contour. For purposes of this rule section,
the coverage contour of the FM translator has the same field strength value
as the protected contour of the primary FM station (i.e., for a commercial
Class B FM station it is the predicted
0.5 mV/m field strength contour, for a
commercial Class B1 FM station it is
the predicted 0.7 mV/m field strength
contour, and for all other classes of FM
stations it is the predicted 1 mV/m
field strength contour). The coverage
contour of an FM translator rebroadcasting an AM radio broadcast station
as its primary station must be contained within the greater of either the
2 mV/m daytime contour of the AM
station or a 25-mile (40 km) radius centered at the AM transmitter site. The
protected contour for an FM translator
station is its predicted 1 mV/m contour.
(h) Fill-in area. The area where the
coverage contour of an FM translator
or booster station is within the protected contour of the associated primary station (i.e., predicted 0.5 mV/m
contour for commercial Class B stations, predicted 0.7 mV/m contour for
commercial Class B1 stations, and predicted 1 mV/m contour for all other
classes of stations).
(i) Other area. The area where the
coverage contour of an FM translator
station extends beyond the protected
contour of the primary station (i.e.,
predicted 0.5 mV/m contour for com-

mercial Class B stations, predicted 0.7
mV/m contour for commercial Class B1
stations, and predicted 1 mV/m contour
for all other classes of stations).
(j) AM Fill-in area. The area within
the lesser of the 2 mV/m daytime contour of the AM radio broadcast station
being rebroadcast and a 25-mile (40 km)
radius centered at the AM transmitter
site.
(k) Listener complaint. A statement
that is signed and dated by the listener
and contains the following information:
(1) The complainant’s full name, address, and phone number;
(2) A clear, concise, and accurate description of the location where interference is alleged or predicted to occur;
(3) A statement that the complainant
listens over-the-air to the desired station at least twice a month; and
(4) A statement that the complainant
has no legal, financial, employment, or
familial affiliation or relationship with
the desired station.
[35 FR 15388, Oct. 2, 1970, as amended at 45 FR
37842, June 5, 1980; 52 FR 31405, Aug. 20, 1987;
55 FR 50693, Dec. 10, 1990; 74 FR 45129, Sept.
1, 2009; 82 FR 13072, Mar. 9, 2017; 84 FR 27740,
June 14, 2019]
EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: At 82 FR 13072, Mar.
9, 2017, § 74.1201 was amended by revising the
last two sentences of paragraph (g), effective
Apr. 10, 2017. At 82 FR 13069, Mar. 9, 2017, the
effective date was delayed indefinitely pending Office of Management and Budget approval of a nonsubstantive change in the rule
as originally proposed.

§ 74.1202 Frequency assignment.
(a) An applicant for a new FM broadcast translator station or for changes
in the facilities of an authorized translator station shall endeavor to select a
channel on which its operation is not
likely to cause interference to the reception of other stations. The application must be specific with regard to the
frequency requested. Only one output
channel will be assigned to each translator station.
(b) Subject to compliance with all
the requirements of this subpart, FM
broadcast translators may be authorized to operate on the following FM
channels, regardless of whether they
are assigned for local use in the FM
Table of Allotments (§ 73.202(b) of this
chapter):
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